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State of the Art Separation
& Privacy Systems
How can you ensure patient privacy needs
are addressed at times when your facility is
running at, or over, capacity?

PORTABLE
Parflex provides privacy where you need
it. When demand for patient privacy shifts
to different departments, the lightweight
screen makes for easy transfer to other
hospital units.
Equipped with a sturdy base for stability,
and a mobile add-on module, Parflex
can be easily wheeled, and locked,
into position anywhere. Screens are
accessible and ready to use right away.

FLEXIBLE
Screens are foldable, and offered in two
different sizes, along with a wall mounted
option to accommodate patients in a
variety of settings. Your choice of seven
and nine panel screens provide a private
area for patients to rest and recover in
even the busiest areas of a hospital.
It is not uncommon for medical facilities to be stretched far beyond
capacity. It could be during a flu season, or perhaps a holiday
period. Whatever the issue, there are times when some
departments simply have no available space.
Patient Privacy and security are especially important when there are
no rooms available, and hospital lounges, waiting rooms, and
hallways become holding areas until space becomes available.
Already in a vulnerable position, patient care can be compromised. A
patient’s inability to relax in these areas of high traffic can exacerbate
their condition. How can you help provide some level of privacy and
security to patients in temporary areas, awaiting rooms?
Our Portable Privacy Solution, Parflex, can change the way you
approach patient privacy. Parflex can help your facility provide care
to patients requiring temporary privacy. It is also a flexible privacy
option for common services such as clinics, where patients may be
required to have treatments that take several hours to complete.

HYGIENIC
Parflex screens provide practical, healthy,
and hygienic privacy solutions for use
in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes,
assisted living facilities, and more.
Boasting hard, wipe-down surfaces,
Parflex can be cleaned quickly and with
ease. No more laundry costs - simply
integrate this item into your room’s
cleaning checklist.

Parflex screens provide practical,
hygienic, privacy separation solutions
for acute and long term care facilities.
Both fixed and mobile options are
available for varying applications in a
facility, with a choice of sizes and
colours to suit the specific area of use.

SIZE

Available in two different sizes:
7 Panel Size – 185cm X 210cm
9 Panel Size – 185cm X 270cm

CLEANABLE

Smooth surfaces for simple wipe down cleaning
and improved infection control. Standardized
privacy systems promote consistent cleaning
practices, and does not compromise patient
experience.

DURABLE

Quality, lightweight construction produced for
high traffic environments. A strong pillared base
ensures stability.

TRANSPORTABLE

Being transportable allows for quick optimal
space management. The mobile add-on module
is a solution to for facilities that experience over
capacity in different locations, at different times.

A good privacy system will improve
patient safety and enhance experience.
Parflex screens create instant privacy,
regardless of the area patients may be
situated. Parflex will change the way you
approach patient privacy.

COLOUR OPTIONS

Many different custom screen colour finishes
available to match surrounding interior
accessories.

Visit www.belroc.com, or contact
Belroc today to learn more and discuss
making privacy headaches history in
your facility.
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Belroc Group Inc. is a privately
owned business, based out of
Kingston, ON, providing interior
specialty products to customers
across the country. Our product
expertise and attention to detail
allow us to provide world class
customer service. Visit our website
to shop popular products, read
the latest industry news, and learn
more about the unique product
solutions we have to your building
interior challenges.

